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Introduction 
 

 

Welcome to your guide for Year 7, 2022. This is a very exciting time, as you are entering a new phase 
of your school life. 

This guide is designed to help with your choice of a LANGUAGE elective for 2022 and to give you 
information as to the structure of the curriculum in Year 7. 

You will find information about: 

• Timetable and Curriculum Structure 

• Compulsory and Elective courses available 

Your task is to explore the information provided and make a choice as to which language you would like to 
study next year.  

Elective Selection forms for Year 7, 2022 will be distributed to students at the end of June 2021. A copy can 
also be printed by following the link below. 

Year 7 Elective Selection Form 2022 

Key Contacts 
Should you have any general questions about your daughter’s transition into Year 7 please contact 

Assistant Dean of Pastoral Care  Mrs Gillam gillak@penrhos.wa.edu.au  
 

Should you have any general questions concerning course selectionplease contact: 

Dean of Academic Administration  Mr Taylor taylor@penrhos.wa.edu.au  
 

Should you have any questions as to the specific nature or structure of courses in Year 7 please make contact 
with the following staff. 

Courses Staff Email 
Art Mrs Glucina glucid@penrhos.wa.edu.au 

Drama Mr Ballantyne ballad@penrhos.wa.edu.au 

English Mrs Kalajzich kalaja@penrhos.wa.edu.au 

Food & Textiles Mrs Rivett rivetv@penrhos.wa.edu.au  

Mathematics Mr Birrell birret@penrhos.wa.edu.au 

Music Mrs Alderson alderj@penrhos.wa.edu.au 

Physical Education & Health Mr Ramsay ramsab@penrhos.wa.edu.au  

Science Mr Marlow marlob@penrhos.wa.edu.au  

Humanities & Social Sciences Mrs Rutherford ruthel@penrhos.wa.edu.au 

Digital Technologies Mrs Rivett rivetv@penrhos.wa.edu.au  

Languages Mr Haddrell haddrs@penrhos.wa.edu.au  
 

 

https://penrhoswa-my.sharepoint.com/personal/academicadminstore_penrhoswa_onmicrosoft_com/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?docid=04f265d8e34ba41ae98ad132afe26d262&authkey=AVJt73zeXOPHTpyZCGy1IM0&expiration=2022-06-14T11%3A47%3A52.000Z&e=ibWOls
mailto:gillak@penrhos.wa.edu.au
mailto:taylor@penrhos.wa.edu.au
mailto:glucid@penrhos.wa.edu.au
mailto:ballad@penrhos.wa.edu.au
mailto:kalaja@penrhos.wa.edu.au
mailto:rivetv@penrhos.wa.edu.au
mailto:birret@penrhos.wa.edu.au
mailto:alderj@penrhos.wa.edu.au
mailto:ramsab@penrhos.wa.edu.au
mailto:marlob@penrhos.wa.edu.au
mailto:ruthel@penrhos.wa.edu.au
mailto:rivetv@penrhos.wa.edu.au
mailto:haddrs@penrhos.wa.edu.au
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Year 7 Curriculum Structure 
 

 

Year 7 is designed to be a transition from Primary School to a Secondary College. As such a deliberate 
attempt is made to create a caring, safe, positive and successful environment. Each student will study the same 
subjects so that all students gain familiarity and confidence with their academic life. All Year 7 students will 
have one elective choice which will be their LANGUAGE subject. 

Content 
Year 7 subjects will cover content that is aligned to the Western Australian Curriculum, Curriculum 
Framework, K - 10 Syllabus and what is required for Year 8. Specific information about the content of 
individual Year 7 courses can be found on the course pages of this booklet. 

Classes 
Our aim is to support and challenge every student via teacher differentiation and facilitate a strong sense of 
student well-being. The classes in Year 7 Mathematics, English, Science and Society & Environment (MESH) are 
banded, using the Assessment Services Australia entry testing data.  By reducing the range of achievement in a 
class, greater personalisation of the curriculum for all students can be provided. Students are allocated to 
classes based on assessment results from testing completed in November of each year and other available 
performance indicators. 

In Year 7 we offer the opportunity for students with diagnosed learning disabilities and who may require 
additional literacy and numeracy support to participate in our English and/or Mathematics Enhancement 
classes. These classes are taken instead of a Language and/or a pair of taster courses and occur for three 
periods per week. Students who may be eligible for these courses will require a formal diagnosis, be involved 
in an existing support program, have a recommendation from their current school or be identified and offered 
the opportunity as a result of placement testing conducted in November.  Should you have any question 
about the Year 7 English and Mathematics Enhancement classes, please contact Mrs Emma Black-Smith, Head 
of Learning Enhancement at blacke@pernhos.wa.edu.au  

The LANGUAGE classes are determined by student choice. 

The taster subject classes are mixed. All classes are designed to create a safe, successful environment for 
learning. 

Assessment & Reporting 
Teachers make a professional judgement regarding the level of achievement that the student is demonstrating 
relative to the achievement standard, taking into account the curriculum that has been taught and assessed. 
To assist teachers, 'Judging Standards' are used when reporting against the achievement standards, when giving 
feedback and when explaining the differences between one student's achievement and another's. The 
achievement standard describes an expected level that the majority of students are achieving or working 
towards by the end of that year of schooling. Some students will have progressed beyond the achievement 
standard; others will need additional support. The expected standard for each year is described as 'C' or 
Satisfactory. The grades awarded are done so in accordance with the requirements outlined by the School 
Curriculum & Standards Authority.  The grades that may be awarded and an explanation of their meaning is 
provided below. 

 

mailto:blacke@pernhos.wa.edu.au
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A: Excellent 
achievement 

The student demonstrates an excellent achievement of what is expected for this 
year level 

B: High achievement  The student demonstrates a high achievement of what is expected for this year 
level. 

C: Satisfactory 
achievement 

The student demonstrates a satisfactory achievement of what is expected for this 
year level 

D: Limited 
achievement 

The student demonstrates a limited achievement of what is expected for this year 
level 

E: Very Low The student demonstrates a very low achievement of what is expected for this 
year level 

 

Some students who are studying a modified curriculum may also receive a grade representative of their 
performance against the modified curriculum studied.  

A grade is determined by assembling a body of information about the curriculum taught that allows a teacher 
to make a judgement about a student performance. In each course teachers are provided with descriptions of 
student performance at each grade level. They compare these with the evidence provided in making a 
judgement. 

In arriving at a grade, a teacher uses a wide range of on-going assessments including Diagnostic Assessments 
(used to identify student strengths and weaknesses), Formative Assessments (used to monitor student 
progress during a teaching and learning cycle) and Summative Assessments (used to make a 'final' 
determination of student achievement). The central purpose of assessment is to understand where students 
are in their learning. Assessment refers to the broad range of strategies teachers employ to obtain 
information about their students' skills and understandings, and ranges from asking students questions during a 
lesson to giving students a formal standardised assessment. Different learning areas will collect data on each 
student's progress in a variety of ways that reflect the nature of a course thus the reporting may include 
additional information. 

If you would like more information regarding the WA Curriculum Outline, Assessments and Reporting please 
see one of the following websites: https://www.scsa.wa.edu.au/ and/or https://parent.scsa.wa.edu.au/ 

Students will be provided with three reports during the year, an interim at the completion of Term 1 and full 
reports at the end of Semester 1 and at the end of the Year.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.scsa.wa.edu.au/
https://parent.scsa.wa.edu.au/
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Time Allocation 
The timetable is based on a weekly cycle with 30 periods allocated over the 5 days. Each day consists of 6 
periods and a form period. Below is a table for each subject’s time allocation. 

 

 

 

  

Compulsory Courses  

English 4 periods 

Humanities & Social Sciences 4 periods 

Science 4 periods 

Mathematics 4 periods 

Health & Physical Education 3 periods 

Art, Drama, Food & Textiles Music (Students study two taster 
courses each semester) 

3 periods for each taster course per 
semester 

Digital Technologies 1 period 

THRIVE (Pastoral Curriculum) 1 period 

Elective  

Languages (Italian or French or Japanese) 3 periods 

Total 30 periods 
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Course Descriptions 
 

 

English 
The English course in Year Seven fosters transition from Year Six and builds the foundations for enjoyment of the study 
of this subject in the Secondary School. The course involves a wide range of text types and demands that students 
become responding to these texts and creating their own.  

This course concentrates upon the three strands of Language, Literature, and Literacy.  Students are expected to not 
only master skills which allow them to read, view, listen to and understand their texts, but also to acquire the necessary 
ability and confidence to be able to use these skills in their own work. 

Course Structure 
Every week, the students have 4 periods of English.  Library and reading periods and grammar/spelling lessons form a 
part of the Year 7 English course. Students engage with the online adaptive literacy program Reading Plus on a weekly 
basis. 

TERM ONE Writing to inspire and persuade 
In this unit, students will enjoy, produce and share recounts and imaginative texts related to their lives and those of 
others. The complete their preparation for NAPLAN with a persuasive oral presentation based upon the global 
education of girls 
TERM TWO Poetry for performance 
In this unit, students will read a range of narrative poems and write their own, based on autobiographical experiences 
that illustrate growth and change. They will then present their poem in the style of a poetry slam, to the class after 
conferencing and workshops. 
TERM THREE Childhood  
In this unit, students will plan, draft and edit and create short narratives, based upon their research of childhood in the 
Victorian Era. They will plan and write paragraph responses based upon the novel studied in class. 
TERM FOUR Fantasy Board Games 
In this unit, students will investigate the role of fairy tales and fantasy in our culture. Students will devise a board game 
collaboratively based upon a fantasy text that they have studied in class. 

Foundations 
The course outlined above covers the major focus for each term; however, constant monitoring and extension of the 
fundamentals of the English course will also take place. These will include spelling, punctuation and grammar; 
comprehension; paragraphing; creative project / multimodal presentations; vocabulary development; speaking with 
confidence; effective listening; collaboration and self-regulation. 
Assessment 
Progress will be monitored using the Australian Curriculum Achievement 
Standards and grade descriptors. 
Assessment will focus on three strands: reading and viewing, writing and 
creating and speaking and listening.  
Students will be given a grade (A/B/C/D/E) based on the results achieved at 
the end of each semester. 
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Humanities & Social Sciences 
This learning area enables students to understand how individuals and groups live together and interact with and within 
their environment. It encourages them to actively explore, make sense of and contribute to improving the world around 
them. Our course explores society and the beliefs, values and cultures held over both time and place. It also explores the 
environment, both natural and built and the impact of people on this environment. The interdependence of the society and 
environment is emphasised. 

GEOGRAPHY: Water in our world & Place and liveability 

Water is all around us - it is in the atmosphere as clouds, as ice, in lakes, rivers, seas and oceans. As humans we use water 
in so many ways - we could not survive without it. It is one of our most valuable renewable resources. In this unit students 
will learn the value of this resource and how to look after it as the population grows and the climate changes. Water is 
investigated using studies drawn from Australia, countries of the Asia region, and countries from West Asia. The second 
unit focuses on the concept of place through an investigation of liveability. Students examine factors that influence liveability 
and how it is perceived, learning about the difference between places and spaces. The liveability of places is investigated 
using studies drawn from Australia and Europe. 

POLITICS AND LAW – Australia’s Government and Legal System 

The Year 7 Politics and Law curriculum is designed to build on your understanding The concepts of 
justice, rights and responsibilities are also developed through a focus on Australia’s legal system. of the 
concepts of the Westminster system and democracy by examining the key features of Australia’s 
democracy, and how it is shaped through the Australian Constitution and constitutional change. The 

concepts of justice, rights and responsibilities are also developed through a focus on Australia’s legal system.  

HISTORY - Ancient World                                

The History course is divided into 2 depth studies: 

Investigating the Ancient Past. Focusing on the skills of historians and archaeologists; the early migration of people from 
Africa; and the settlement of people in Australia.  

Ancient Rome. Focusing on the origins of Rome, the political and social systems that were in place, significant individuals 
from the time and the way of life for the people living in Ancient Rome.  

Students are history detectives investigating the answers to questions such as… 

Why do we study History? Where did the earliest societies develop? Where can I locate sources of historical 
evidence? What types of historical evidence is out there for me to use? Who were the first Australians and 
where did they come from? What have been the legacies of ancient societies? 

ECONOMICS & BUSINESS – producing, consuming and the world of work. 

The students will focus on developing an understanding of the concept of making choices, allocation is further developed 
through a focus on the interdependence of consumers and producers in the market, the characteristics of successful 
businesses, including how entrepreneurial behaviour contributes to business success. Work and work futures are 
introduced, as students consider why people work. Students focus on national issues, with opportunities for the concepts 
to also be considered in relation to local community or global issues where appropriate 
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Mathematics 
The Year 7 Mathematics course is structured so that students will be able to develop their understanding of 
mathematical concepts at a level appropriate to their ability.  Classes are arranged is such a way that students 
will, as far as possible, be working with confidence and competence as they tackle a course which allows them 
to achieve success and which provides a suitable element of challenge.  Students are exposed to a variety of 
learning experiences, ranging from the use of tablet computers to independent learning via student-centred 
activities, to more traditional instructional methods. 

Course Structure 
Mathematics in Years 7 to 10 is organised around the interaction of three content strands; Number and 
Algebra, Measurement and Geometry and Statistics and Probability and four proficiency strands; 
Understanding, Fluency, Problem Solving and Reasoning. 

Number and Algebra 

Students apply a range of strategies for computations and understand the connections between operations.  
They recognise patterns, describe relationships and formulate generalisations. They recognise equivalence and 
solve equations and inequalities. 

Measurement and Geometry 

Students develop an understanding of the spatial features, relative position and movement of objects. They 
make meaningful measurements of quantities, choosing appropriate units. They make connections between 
units and calculate derived measures.  

Statistics and Probability 

Students recognise and analyse data and draw inferences. They collect, represent, summarise and interpret 
data. They assess likelihood and assign probabilities using experimental and theoretical approaches. 

In Year 7: 

Understanding includes describing patterns in uses of indices with whole numbers, recognising equivalences 
between fractions, decimals, percentages and ratios, plotting points on the Cartesian plane, identifying angles 
formed by a transversal crossing a pair of lines, and connecting the laws and properties of numbers to 
algebraic terms and expressions. 

Fluency includes calculating accurately with integers, representing fractions and decimals in various ways, 
investigating best buys, finding measures of central tendency and calculating areas of shapes and volumes of 
prisms. 

Problem Solving includes formulating and solving authentic problems using numbers and measurements, 
working with transformations and identifying symmetry, calculating angles and interpreting sets of data 
collected through chance experiments. 

Reasoning includes applying the number laws to calculations, applying known geometric facts to draw 
conclusions about shapes, applying an understanding of ratio and interpreting data displays. 

 

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Glossary?a=M&t=Data
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Extension 
Students are also encouraged to participate in such extension activities as the Australian Mathematics 
Competition, the Mathematics Challenge for Young Australians, Have Sum Fun Competition and others. 

 

Assessment 
Assessment is viewed as an ongoing and continuous process, forming part of the student’s learning.  Students 

are provided with many and varied opportunities, including tests, projects and investigations, to demonstrate 
achievement in all strands. 
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Science 
The Penrhos Year 7 Science course is designed to introduce students to the 
scientific way of exploring the biological, physical and technological world. 
Opportunities are provided for students to develop their laboratory skills, their 
research skills, and their ability to think and make decisions, in addition to developing 
their scientific knowledge.   

Learning Outcomes  
The course enables students to make progress in all major learning outcomes of the 
Western Australian Curriculum Framework and the Australian Curriculum. 
Programs centre on the four content areas – physics, earth science, chemistry and biology and feature work 
tasks that allow students to develop their skills and understanding of science as a human endeavour and 
science in society. 
Course Details 
Students undertake four basic units of work, aligned to term dates and the Australian Curriculum. Students 
will also take part in a Science Fair 

Biology topic:  Ecosystems and the relationships that exist within them. Food 
chains & food webs. The influence of humans upon ecosystems. Classification 
of living organisms.  

Chemistry topic: materials and their properties, matter, solutions, 
suspensions and colloids, separation techniques.  

Physics topic: Motion of objects and how their motion is affected by forces. 
Gravity and gravitational effects.  

Earth Science topic: the Moon & its movement, the Earth and it’s movement, eclipses, tides, the water 
cycle, water management. 

Assessment 
Typically, students will be assessed (formative and summative assessment) in ways that can be classified as 
either;  

Investigations – Students complete tasks where the focus is on the 
science inquiry skills. This often includes practical 
work/experimentation.  
Tests - Students complete tasks where the focus is on science 
understanding. 
Extended Response - Students complete tasks where the focus is 
on science understanding and Science has a human endeavour. This often includes research and/or data 
analysis. 

Resources 
Students access information using the class OneNote and also have access to  resources known as STILE and 
TWIG.  
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Health & Physical Education 
Health and Physical Education strives to provide a broad, balanced program of physical activity and health 
awareness. A program based on the Western Australian Curriculum which strives for a high-quality 
curriculum and equity in education has been implemented with activities devised to promote personal 
development, physical skills and games strategies, decision making, independent learning and interpersonal 
relationships. 

Course Structure 
Health and Physical Education in Years 7 to 10 is organised around the interaction of two content strands; 

Movement and Physical activity (practical area of the subject) with the sub strands being; 

• Moving our body 
• Understanding movement 
• Learning through movement 

Personal, social and community health (generally theory-based health) with the sub strands being; 

• Being healthy, safe and active       
• Communicating and interacting for health and wellbeing 
• Contributing to healthy and active communities 

Course Details 
Students complete 3 periods a week in Health and Physical Education.  The sports and activities that they may 
participate in are; 

 
Swimming Volleyball 
Netball Dance 
Gymnastics Basketball 
Athletics  Soccer 

 
Each week students will complete a Health lesson.  In year 7 the focus is on personal health and the topics 
covered are; 

• What’s good for me? (Wellness) 
• Bullying 
• Friendships 
• Puberty 
• First Aid and community safety 

Assessment 
Students will be assessed in an ongoing and continuous process, forming part of the student’s learning.  
Students are provided with many and varied opportunities in the contexts of Physical Education and Health 
Education and will gain a separate grade for each. The final grade is derived from the teacher using the judging 
standards from the Western Australian Curriculum and set against the Achievement Standard for a Year 7 
students  
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Digital Technologies 

 

In Year 7, learning in Digital Technologies focuses on developing understanding and skills in computational 
thinking (breaking down problems) and producing practical solutions.  This is a compulsory course for one 
lesson per week. You will explore different types of computer networks, manipulate numbers using 
spreadsheets, create games and use a range of different technologies to create solutions.  

Course Details 
To learn the skills in this course, you will participate in many hands-on practical sessions, undertake research 
related to some of the topics, and design/create your own working models.  You will complete units of work 
and produce an item for assessment in each one. 

1. Computer networks – This topic will take you through the process of creating a website for a music 
band.  

2. Spreadsheets – In this topic, you will use digital technologies to solve a problem by analysing and searching 
through data. 

3. Gaming/Programming – This is learning a programming language and writing a coded solution to a 
problem. You will learn from a range of languages which may include Scratch. 

 

Assessment 
Students will be assessed on the skills in this course by participating in many hands-on practical sessions, 
undertaking research relating to various topics, and designing and creating practical solutions.  This will be an 
ongoing and continuous process.  The final grade is derived from the teacher using the judging standards from 
the Western Australian Curriculum and set against the Achievement Standard for a Year 7 student. 
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French 
The Penrhos Year 7 French course aims to promote language and cultural awareness, including a clear focus on 
vocabulary learning, basic grammar rules and communication skills. Activities will be designed to incorporate 
the four communication skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking. Students will follow the Équipe Nouvelle 
course, which is the first stage of a four-part course for learners of French. It provides a variety of lively learning 
materials with a systematic approach to grammar, pronunciation and linguistic skills.  

Learning Outcomes 
The course enables students to make progress in the major learning outcomes of Listening and Responding; 

Speaking; Viewing, Reading and responding and Writing. 

Activities 
Students will enjoy a breakfast, listen to French music and participate 
in games and activities to celebrate various French festivals. 

Textbook 
Students will use the Équipe Nouvelle 1 text book and the 
matching workbook. These books will continue to be used 
through to Year 8.  Students will also use Language Perfect online 
to supplement their learning. 

Course Details 
Students undertake five basic units of work. 

1. Language Awareness – students will gain an awareness of foreign 
languages, discriminate between English and French sounds and say 
what language they speak. They become familiar with common 
classroom instructions. 

2. Personal Identity – students will exchange greetings and personal 
information about their name, where they live, their birthday, age, 
siblings and pets. 

3.  Family – students will identify members of their family and their 
extended family and talk about their character and appearance. They will also learn to describe themselves. 

4.  School Life – students will talk about various aspects of school life, including school equipment, school 
subjects, instructions and rules. They will compare school life in France and Australia. 

5.  Sports – students will learn a variety of sports in French and give opinions about them. 

Assessment 
Typically, students will be assessed in a variety of ways, testing their communication skills of listening, speaking, 
reading and viewing, and writing 
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Italian 
The Penrhos Year 7 Italian course aims to promote linguistic and cultural awareness, 
including a clear focus on vocabulary learning, basic grammar rules and 
communication skills. Activities will be designed to incorporate the four 
communication skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking. Students will be using 
the text Ecco! Uno 2nd Edition which is the first stage of a two-part course for learners 
of Italian. It provides a variety of lively learning materials with a systematic approach 
to grammar, pronunciation and linguistic skills. They work in a variety of ways that 
complement the teaching ethos.  

Learning Outcomes 

The course enables students to make progress in all major learning outcomes of Listening and responding; 
Speaking; Viewing, Reading and responding; and Writing. 

Course Details 

Students undertake four basic units of work. 

1.  Personal Identity – exchange greetings and personal information about names, where they live, birthdays and 
age. 

2.  School Life – talk about various aspects of school life, including school subjects, likes and dislikes, classroom 
instructions and rules, comparison of school life in Italy and Australia. 

3.  Family Life - exchange information about one’s family members, what they’re 
like and know how to describe oneself. The students will also discuss various 
family celebrations in Italy. 

4.  Animals and pets - learn various animal names and describe where they live, 
and what colour they are. Students learn to say what animals one likes and give 
information on pets.  

Assessment 
Typically, students will be assessed in a variety of ways, which will assess their communication skills in listening, 
speaking, reading and viewing, and writing. 

Textbook 
The text used will be Ecco! Uno 2nd Edition and its associated workbook and eReader. This text will be retained 
for Year 8. 

Activities 
The students will create Powerpoint presentations, make cartoon stories using their laptops and create/perform 
role-plays in Italian dealing with the topics at hand. They will maker masks for Carnevale and will also get the 
opportunity to taste various Italian foods and play Italian games such as ‘Tombola!’ as an introduction to Life in 
Italy! 
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Japanese  
The Penrhos Year 7 Japanese course aims to promote language and cultural awareness, including a clear focus 

on vocabulary learning, basic grammar rules and communication skills.  Activities 
will be designed to incorporate the four communication skills of reading, writing, 
listening and speaking. Students will be following an original course, which is the 
first stage of a six-part course for learners of Japanese. They provide a variety of 
lively learning materials with a systematic approach to grammar, pronunciation 
and linguistic skills. They work in a variety of ways that compliment middle years 
learning ethos.  

Learning Outcomes 
The course enables students to make progress in all major learning outcomes 
of Listening and Responding; Speaking; Viewing, Reading and Responding; 
Writing. 
Course Details 
Students undertake two basic units of work. 

1.  Personal Identity – exchange greetings and personal information about names, where they live, 
nationalities, age; learn how to read and write the Hiragana alphabet.  

2.  Family and pets – talk about family members, each person’s likes and 
dislikes, and give simple personality descriptions; contrast traditional and 
modern Japanese family structure; discuss and describe animals and pets; 
build on Hiragana reading and writing fluency, with the addition of some 
simple Kanji. 

Assessment 

Typically, students will be assessed in a variety of ways, which will assess their 
communication skills of listening, speaking, reading and viewing, and writing. 

Textbook 
The textbooks to be used are original course and work books (© Haddrell), based on the Mirai series, an original 
Hiragana workbook and the Kikou Yo! Listening Resource. These texts will be carried through to Year 8. 

Activities 
In these times of limited travel, students have the opportunity to experience cultural exchange through written 

and spoken communication with our sister school in Japan. The course also 
lends itself to students being able to sample and appreciate Japanese food and 
activities such as origami and martial arts, as we look at important cultural 
events and festivals in the Japanese calendar. 
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Art 
Year 7 Art is an exciting semester long course. 

Students will complete artworks showcasing their personal interpretation and enjoyment of a variety of art 
materials and processes.  Students will complete two major projects in ceramics 
and textiles/printmaking and learn how to respond to artworks using visual 
language.  

Students will learn how to work in an art studio and observe health and safety 
regulations. 

Demonstrating responsibility for their own work and that of others is expected. 
Students will learn to use a visual diary to chronologically arrange their body of 
work.  

Course Outline – The course comprises of two strands: 

Art Making  

The program begins with a focus on drawing. 

Students will learn how to draw from life, using the essential skills of proportion, 
perspective and observation. Students will use these drawings to inspire their 
designs which will form the basis of their practical projects. Students will have the 
opportunity to work with Western Australian artists. Students will make ceramic 
animal vessels and create Shana James inspired lino block prints. Students are 
encouraged to include personal expression and creativity in their artworks. 
Students will learn about the elements and principles of art and design.  

Art Responding  

Students will learn how to talk about their art and that of others. They will 
develop the ability to evaluate and comment on their own projects and 
performance. They will complete a step-by-step design process about one of their 
practical projects and complete an investigative study on Indigenous artist Laurel 
Nannup. Students will use technology in areas where it is an integral part of the course outline.  

Assessment  

Year 7 Visual Art is divided into two content areas: Art Making and Art Responding. Students will be given a 
number of opportunities to address the content and the associated elaborations during the program. 

Each task will be assessed using a marking key that identifies achievement against criteria derived from the 
various content areas. The accumulated score from all of the tasks will provide a semester mark and grade. 

Art Exhibitions 

Students will have an opportunity to have their work exhibited. They will learn to value the importance of 
developing an artwork through to a resolved final product.    

Exemplary student work may be submitted into a range of competitions and exhibitions.  
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Drama 
Bang, Wink Murder, Zombie and Tea Pot Tag! These are just the beginning of the high energy fun Drama 
warm-ups you will learn in your Drama taster course in Year 7. We explore ritualistic drama by looking at 
weddings, Christmas, birthdays, Halloween, and various other cultural celebrations. No Drama course is 
complete without devising a story of your choosing. In groups, you decide on a theme which interests the 
group and create a 3-4 minutes performance. This is a great taster for Variety Night at which Years 8 – 11 
students perform. Finally, we compete in Drama Olympics, where you and your team create a theme song 
and challenge each other with fun games. So get ready to impress and join us in Year 7 Drama! 

General Aim 
To have fun and develop confidence, skills and knowledge through challenging activities in a supportive 
environment.  

Course Work 
Areas covered include: 

• Awareness of space and levels 
• Movement, mime and non-verbal communication 
• Vocal communication 
• Freeze Frames 
• Myths, legends and ritual 
• Using music, sound effects, props and costumes to enhance performance  
• Variety Afternoon/Night Taster 
• Drama terminology 
• Script work 

Assessment 
Assessment is continuous and is based upon: 

• Individual Preparation and Performance 
• Group Preparation and Performance 
• Participation in activities and discussion 
• Task Reports 

 
Formal Performance Opportunities 
Students are encouraged to be involved in the Inter-house Drama Festival, which occurs in Term One. 
Students are encouraged to be involved in the Inter-house Originals Competition, which occurs in Term One. 
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Food & Textiles 
This subject is a taster course that introduces specialist subjects and rooms to the students in 2 contexts, Food 
Specialisations and Materials Specialisations (Design and Textiles). Students study this course for 3 periods per 
week for a semester.  Students are provided with opportunities to design and produce products using a range 
of technologies, materials, components, tools and equipment within the two contexts below. An emphasis will 
be placed on learning skills that are transferrable to every day problem solving situations.  

 
Course Details 
Food Specialisations – ‘Food Facts’ 

Throughout this unit students will be involved in planning and making quality, safe and nutritious food items, 
using a range of foods, food preparation tools, equipment and techniques.  A focus will be equipping students 
with the skills required to justify food related decisions, including the use of foods, preparation techniques, 
cultural practices, ethical issues, social factors and sustainability.  Students will also be introduced to how food 
preparation techniques impact on the sensory properties (flavour, appearance, texture, and aroma) of food. 
Students will learn safe work and management practices when using materials and equipment in the classroom 
or at home. 

Materials Specialisations – ‘Tech Textiles’ 

In this context, students will be introduced to the pleasure that can be gained from designing, sewing and 
constructing their own products and articles.  The teaching and learning programme will engage students in the 
production of creative and fun practical items for their use and enjoyment.  During lessons, students will learn 
how to: devise solutions to design briefs using process and production skills, work safely and collaboratively, 
use basic textiles and textile equipment, learn basic hand sewing techniques and how to operate a sewing 
machine. 

Assessment 
Students will be assessed on the skills in this course by participating in many hands-on practical sessions, 
undertaking research relating to various topics, and designing and creating practical solutions.  This will be an 
ongoing and continuous process.  The final grade is derived from the teacher using the judging standards from 
the Western Australian Curriculum and set against the Achievement Standard for a Year 7 student. 
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Music 
The Year 7 Classroom Music program maps directly to the Western Australian Curriculum and Assessment 
Outline and the two strands of Making and Responding. Students will be creatively engaged in performing, 
composing, arranging and analysis of music in a variety of genres and contexts. 

 

The program is aural-based using Kodaly 
methodology, class singing, keyboard performance 
and music production using Mixcraft software.  

Students also engage with Contemporary music 
styles and are introduced to the Instruments of the 
Orchestra, including an opportunity to attend a 
live performance. Listening and analysis activities 
are designed to activate and extend the capacity of 
students to identify, reflect on and critically 
evaluate music. 

 

 

Assessment 
Students will be assessed on how well they comply with the specific assessment criteria for each topic 
according to the assessment types listed below. Final results will be presented as an overall grade. 

 

Assessment Types:   
Aural and Theory 

Composing and Arranging 

Practical and Performing Skills 

Analysis and Context 

Response, Interpretation and Evaluation 
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THRIVE 
The Year 7 Thrive course will support your transition into the Secondary School, and assist you to navigate 
friendships, build personal capabilities and develop organisation skills for success within the secondary 
environment.  Thrive will also focus on developing the knowledge required to enhance your social and 
emotional wellbeing, and to equip you with the skills, strategies and tools to help you navigate the many 
demands of your personal and school life.  This strengths-based programme is facilitated by members of the 
Pastoral Care Team. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

6 Morrison Street, Como WA 6152 
Penrhos College, Locked Bag 690, Como WA 6952 

 
Telephone: (08) 9368 9500 
Facsimile: (08) 9368 9677 

Email: feedback@penrhos.wa.edu.au 
Website: www.penrhos.wa.edu.au 

 
Penrhos College is a Uniting Church day and boarding school for girls, Pre-Kindergarten to Year 12 
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